Playing Favorites

My brothers, as believers in our glorious Lord Jesus Christ, don't show favoritism. James 2:1 (NIV)

Choose the word that best matches the definition.

___ 1. A yellow metal often used in making jewelry
   A. gold    B. judge    C. poor    D. favoritism

___ 2. Articles of dress; wearing apparel; garments
   A. clothes   B. poor   C. ring   D. rich

___ 3. Deserving of blame
   A. guilty   B. clothes   C. ring   D. gold

___ 4. A small band of precious metal worn on the finger
   A. favoritism   B. poor   C. judge   D. ring

___ 5. Having great material wealth
   A. gold   B. guilty   C. rich   D. clothes

___ 6. Having little or no wealth and few or no possessions
   A. judge   B. poor   C. gold   D. favoritism

___ 7. To form an opinion about something or someone
   A. ring   B. poor   C. rich   D. judge

___ 8. Showing partiality toward a person or group
   A. favoritism   B. clothes   C. ring   D. guilty
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